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For finite Markov chains the eigenvalues of P can be used to characterize the chain and also 
determine the geometric rate at which P” converges to Q in case P is ergodic. For infinite 
Markov chains the spectrum of P plays the analogous role. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that 
IIP” - Q[j G C@” if and only if P is strongly ergodic. The best possible rate for p is the spectral 
radius of P- Q, which in this case is the same as sup{lh I: h E o(P), A # 1). The ques?ion of when 
this best rate equals S(P) is considered for both discrete and continuous time chains. Two 
characterizations of strong ergodicity are given using spectral properties of P - Q (Theorem 3 .S) 
and spectral properties of a submatrix of P (Theorem 3.16). 
1. introduction 
This paper begins with two characterizations of strong ergodicity for discrete 
time infinite stationary Markov chains. Theorem 3.1 says that strong ergodicity is 
equivalent to uniform geometric ergodicity and Theorem 3.5 says that P is strongly 
ergo;lic if and only if r(P - Q)< 1 where Q = lim,,,P” and r(P - 09 is the spectral 
radius of P- Q. Since it is known that for strongly ergodic chains, P” converges to 
c) at a geometric rate, the question of the “best” rate is considered. In particular if 
P is strongly ergodic, then r(P- 09 = sup(lA I: A E a(P), A # I} is the “best” 
geometric rate of convergence of P” to Q. Necessary and sufficient conditions are 
then given for S(P) = r(P- Q) so that S(P) is the “best” rate in those cases. Also for 
continuous time Markov chains necessary and sufficient conditions are given for 
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S(?(t‘)) = r(P(t)- 0). Finally a third characterization f strong ergodicllty isgiven in 
tei ms of the spectrum of a subrnatrix S of P.. 
2. Definitions and notation 
Be&&on 2.1. A stochastic matrix P (equivalently the corresponding Markov 
chain (xn}) is called erg&k if lim,,,pji”’ = ni for all states i and j where the 
limiting vector w = (~0, ~1, . . .) it; calPed the stationary vector of P and has the 
properties that wP = n, q a 0 for all j, and Cim,orj = 1. 
In order to define a second form of ergodicity a norm is given on the space of 
infinite matrices with bounded row sums. 
Definition 2,2. Let A = (ail) be an infinite matrix. l’he norm of A is defined as 
/Al\ =sug : \a& 
i j=(j 
DefWioa 2.3. A stochastic matrix P is called strongly ergo& if lim,,,ll P" - 
Qi\ = 0 where Q is a constant stochastic matrix (that is, a stochastic marrix with 
identical rows). In fact each row of Q is the stationary vector w of P. 
DeWtin 2.4. If P is a stochastic matrix the delta coefficient of P is defined as 
S(P)=!Npf f Ipij-pkj( (see [3]). 
i,k j=_-(J 
The delta coefkient can be used to characterize strong ergodicity in the follow- 
ing way. P is strongly ergodic if and only if iS(P”)< 1 for some positive integer M 
(see VI). 
Ddinitim 2.5. If A is a matrix then 
(i) a(A)={h: A-M d oes not have a continuous inverse} =spectrum of A. 
(ii) up(A) = {A : Ax =: Ax for x # 0) := point spectrum of A. 
(iii) a,(A) = {A : \((A - AI)xnll + 0 for some sequence {x,} with Ilx,ll=-. 1) = 
approximate poiint spectrum of A. 
De&Won 26. The spectral radius of A. is defined to be r(A) = SUP* Eo’(Aj[~ I. 
Defidtian 2.7. Let P be a stochastic matrix and define /3* = sup{(A I: A E O-(P), 
A ?c 11. 
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3. Redts 
Much has bleen written about Markov chains for which pi/” converges to ni at a 
geometric rate:. In particular Kendall [9] introduced the term geometrically ergodic 
for irreducible chains for which (p$’ - ql G C&/3; where pij C 1. Vere-Jones [ 121 
showed that @’ < 1 could be taken to be independent of i and j. Finally Nummelin 
and Tweedie [Ul] showed that for geometrically ergodic Markov chains there exists 
fl< 1 and C, depending only on i such that 1~:;) - vjl< C&“. When the coefficient 
C can be chot;eri independently of i, the chain has been referred to as uniformly 
geometrically ergodic (See Cohen [2]). It is well-known that strongly ergodic chains 
are uniformly geometrically ergodic (See [6, Lemma 11). The converse is easy to 
prove and leads to the following characterization of strong ergodicity. For 
completeness both implications are proved here. 
l’heorem 3.1. Let (Xn) be a Markov chain with stochastic matrix P. The chain is 
strongly ergodic if and only if there exists a probability vector v = (ro, ~1, . . .) such 
thut 
for some j with 77, > 0. 
Proof. If P is strongly ergodic, then 1 pi,!’ - v~I s IlP” - Q)I = IIP” - C?P”/ s 
2S(P”)s 2([s(P)]““)“i --, 0 as rt + 00 since 8(P”)< 1. Conversely assume that 
n, XJ for semi fixed j and that lim,,, [supilpiy’ - ~j/] = 0. Then for some N, 
pi;) r &ri for all i. From this it follows that a(P*)“- 1 -kri < 1 SO P is strongiy 
ergodic. 
Remark 3.2. It i’ollows from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that if lim,,,[supilpiy) - 
wjl] = 0 for SOTU~: j with nj >O, then the sequence {a,&, a,, =supi(pjl -nil, 
will converge at least geometr;cally since a,, s 2([s(p”)]‘lM)” for some positive 
integer M. 
Remark 3.3. Continuous time versions of Theorem 
with an exponential rate instead of a geometric rate. 
3.1 and Remark 3.2 are true 
For strongly ergodic chains the actual size of & the rate of convergence, 
is of interest. For finite chains the geometric rate is typically taken to be p*. 
From the proof of Theorem 3.1, a second choice for the rate of convergence is 
[8(P”)]“Y The following example shows that it is possible to have 
p” < [8(P”)]Y 
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Example 3.4. Let {&) be a Markov chain with transition matrix 
then Ri= 1, &=&l+i) and &=$(-l-i) so /3*=2-3’2. However, S(P)= 
a(P*)‘/’ = $> @*, S(P3) = 2-4/3 < p*, s(P4)1’4 = 2-3’2 = p* and S(Ps)*ls = 2-“‘> 
#3*. Notice that the sequence {S(P n ) ““1 is not monotone decreasing. 
Actually for finite strongly ergodic Markov chains p* s [8(P”)]1’M for a!1 M. 
Rather than proving this directly we will prove the analogous result for arbitrary 
strongly ergodic hains using Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 3.8. 
The next theorem is a special case of a theorem in [I, p. 3051 but the proof is 
given here since it is different and quite short. 
-rem 3.S Let P be a stochastic matrix for an ergodic Markov chain. Then P is 
strongly ergodic if and only if r(P- Q)c 1. 
I%NB~. It follows from the definitions of the norm and the delta coefficient [7, p. 
1471 that 
Hence 
r(P-Q)= limII(P-Q)“I1’/” = i$wilP” -Qll”” 
n+oo 
= lim lip” - QP”IJ1”” G lim [28(P,11”” 
n-*aoi n-a 
Slim [2S(P9”” S lim [2/P” - Qll]“” 
n+43 n+aD 
= lim [211(P- ,)“1lj”” = r(P- Q). 
n+oD 
Thus r(P-Q)= lim,&5(P”)]? Since Cm,-,&S(P”)]“” =J infn[8(P”)]‘ln (see 
f I I, p. lo]) it then foilows that 8(P”) < 1 for some I’U if and only if r(P - Q) < 1 l 
3.6, The assumption i Theorem 3.5 that P be ergodic was not used to its 
full extent. Ht is only required that there exists a prcbability vector m such that 
SP==76. 
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In view of the proof of Theorem 3.5 the goal of showing that p* G [S(P”)]l’M 
will be complete once it is shown that 
r(P-Q)=P* (1) 
whenever P is strongly ergodic. 
Lemma 3.7. Let p be an ergodic stochastic matrix and let Q be the constant stochastic 
matrix with QP = PQ = Q’ = Q. Then tar A -L tiIa?:zdA # 1,h Ea,(P-Q)ifandonly 
if A E (r,(P). 
Proof. Assume A E G*(P). Then there exists vectors 4cn of norm one such that 
W-A0 II 0 K~ + as n+oo. Therefore II(QP-AQ~)~~II=~~(~-A)Q~~~~~O as n-,m. 
Since A # 1, IIQx,Jl +O as n+a. Hence I[(P-Q-AI)X,#+O as n+a so A E 
a,,(P-Q). Conversely assume that ~[(P-Q-AI)x,J+O as n+m. Then Il(QP-- 
Q2-AQ1)~,~~+Oasn+~so~~AQ~n~]+Oasn+~.SinceA #0,IIQ~,$+0asn-,~ 
so ]l(P-hl)~~ll-) 0. Hence A E a,(P). 
Theorem 3.8. If P is strongly ergodic, (11 P” - QII + 0), then fi * = r(P - Q). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.5 r(P-Q)< 1. Hence I& (T(P-Q) so that 1 &a;,(P--QE. 
Using Lemma 3.7 and the fact that the boundary of the spectrum of a bounded 
linear operator is a subset of the approximate point spectrum we have 
r(P-Q)=sup{IAIr A w~(P-Q)} 
=sup(IA(: A ~u,#),h # 1) 
= sup {IA I: A E a(p), A # 1). 
In the case of finite Markov chains it is known that @* is the best possible rate of 
convergence of P” to Q. For infinite Markov chains it can be shown that if /3 >p* 
then there exists C >O such that IIP” - QII 6 Cp”. A refinement of this result 
follows from Theorem 3.8. 
Corollary 3.9. If {Xn} is a strongly ergodic Markov chain then II P” - QII = 
@*-IVY,)” wherea,,+Oasn+m. 
Proof, Let an = I!(P- Q)“ll”” -@* and note that by Theorem 3.8 it follows that 
aY,-u;3asn+W. 
From the above results it follows that for P strongly ergodic the “best” rate of 
converg,ence is given by r = r(P- Q) and that the other rate, [S(P”)]l’M, will never 
Se smaller than r since r = infn[d5(P”)]““. However, if S(P)< 1, it is a convenient 
rate to use since it is usually much easier to calculate than the spectrum of P or 
spectral radius of P- Q. There aire cases when 6(P) = r(P- Q) so that S(P) is not 
only convenient but best possible. 
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Tkwat~ 3.10. Let P be the transition matrix for a strongly ergodic Markov chuin. 
~~S(P)==r(P-Qbifandorrlyift;(P”)I=[S(P)]”forn=1,2,3.... 
Pmvd Assume S(P) = r(P- Q). Since P” - Q = (P - 0)” it follows that r[(P - 
Qr] = r(P” - Q)s S(P”& [6(P)]” = k<P - Q)]“. Rut by the spectral mapping 
theorem r[(P--Q)“] = [r(P-Q)]‘* so S(P”)= [6(P)]” for 12 = 1,2,3, ,, . . . Conversely 
assume that S(P”)= [g(P)]“. Then S:(P) = [S(Pn)]l’n for all n. However since 
IIS(PH)]“’ + r(P- Q) it follows that r(P- Q) = S(P). 
Theort=m 3.10 is difficult to apply since S(P”) must be calculated for all II. 
Frequetrtly the transition matrices, P(t), for a strongly ergodic continuous time 
Maz-kov chain are known for all t 2 Q so that in this situation the following general- 
izLgkwn of Theorem 3.10 is useful, 
Tbewem 3.911. Let P(t) be the transition mutt&m for a strungly ergrdic continuous 
time Markov chuin. 77zen &(P(t)) = e-“’ for all t > 0 if and oni!y if s[P(t)] = 
#(P(r)- Q) fur all t > 0. In ?Es case eWU - . r(P( l)- Q) = sup{)h I:A E cr(P(l)), h # 1). 
, 
1proof. Since the P(t)% are continuou:; in t and since they commute, a(P(t)) is a 
continuous function of t [ll, p. 361. Assume that &P(t)) = e-“’ for all t > 0. Since 
[&(P(n))]“” +r(P(l)- Q) it foltows that r(P(l)- Q)= e-? Since P(n)- Q = 
(P(I)-- Q)” it follows that r(P(n)- Q)= [r(P(l)- Q)]” and [r(P(n/m)- Q)] = 
r(P(l)- Q)“jm so using the continuity of o(P(t)) we get r(P(t)- Q)= 
[r(P(l)- Q)]” = e-“’ = 6(Pit)) for all t >O. Conversely assume that S(P(t))- 
r(P(t)- Q). It follows that r(P(t)- Q) = [r(P(l)- Q)]” = e-*’ where cy = - 
log[r(P(V-- Qll- 
Remade 3.12. Note that the class of strongly ergodic continuous; time Markov 
chains for which 6(P(t))= r(P(t)- Q) for all t > 0 is exactly the class for which 
equality holds in S(P(s + t))s S(P(s) l s(P(t)) for all s 2 0 and t > 0. (Recall that the 
only bounded solution to f(s + t)= f(s) l f(t) is the exponential.) 
Reti 3J3. in working with continuous time Markov chains it may be useful to 
try to calculate s[P(t)] before anything else since if this is of the form e-“‘, not only 
it; the chain strongly ergodic, but the exponential rate at which P(t) converges to Q 
is e-*. The foilowing two examples illustrate this. 
Example 3.14. Let X(t) be a continuous time Markov chain with P(rj given by 
r &+$e -4r +5 ea3’ $-ie -4t $__f c-7’ 
pp)= 3_+le-3’_&-4t 
i 
;+ie-4r $_ie-“t 
&-&! -41 2 -3r f-se -4r 2 -3t -3e :+se I 
Then fi(Y(r)) -G e-3r 80 /P(t)- Q/i G 2 ’ e? This method of finding r(Y(t)- 0) is 
easier than trying to calculate the spectrum of P(1) or the spectra! radius of 
Y(l)- v. 
Theorem 3.11 can also be used on continuous time Markov chains defined on an 
infinite state space. 
Exz~in@e 3.15. Let X(t) be a continuous time Markov chain with P(t) given below 
where Q! 30. 
P(t) = 
It follows that s(P(t)) = ewar so if cy f 0, P(t) is strongly ergodic with lip(r) --. Qll G 
2 e-Y It also follows that e-&t = sup (IA I: A E a(P(t)), A + 1) = r(I)(t)- 0) where 
Q = lim,,,,Y(it). 
We now consider the spectrum of a submatrix S of P where Y = @ii) for i, j’ 9 0 
and Sii = pij for i, ] ‘2 1. (In other words, delete the first row and Y=o;!umn of P to 
obtain S.) 
Note that S is a substochastic m,atrix since If”= 1 sii s 1 for all i and Sij 2 0 for all i 
and j. It is known [4, p. 4021 that if P is irreducibl,, p then P is transient if and only if 
1 is an eigenvalue of S. The next theorem shows that strong ergodicity is related to 
the condition that 1~6 a(S). 
Theorermrr 3.16, Let P be a stochastir: matrix as above with stute zero positive persistent 
and aperiodic. Then I& a(S) if amll olr?y if r(P - Q) < 1. 
Proof. Let p, denote tne rllean visit ime to state Zero frolrl State i. 111 OJ&?C lt~ get 
an expressrou for pcj using tne cornponenbs of S coraider the stochastic matrix y* 
whert: /IJ$ “IJij for i 3 1, p& = 1 and pzj = 0 for i > 0. (In other words make state 0 
an :ibsoroing state.) 
Using P* it follows [7, p. 931 that 
/Ai’: f Siy’ fori-1,2,3 ,.... 
i-1 n-LO 
If state zero is positive persistent and aperiodic, then tile followmg statements are 
equivalent. 
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(i) r(P-Q)< f, 
(ii) P is strongly ergodic, 
(iii) supi @i < m, 
(iv) IlV -- S)-?l <a~ and hence 1 &F(S). 
By Theorem 3.5, (i) is equivalent I o (ii). By [S, Corollary 11, (ii) is equivalent to (iii). 
By Definition 2.2 and the fact thlat (I-S)-’ = x:=0 S” when the series converges, 
(iii) is equiwalent to (iv). The proof is now completed. 
The value 1 plays a special role in the spectrum of S since if tht* re are any points 
in the spectrum of S of modulus one, then 1;; a(S). The fo)lowing corollary 
establishes k:his fact. 
r 
Cmdhry 3.1% Let S be a substochastic matri.x. Then 1 ti a(S) if an only if 
r(S)< 1. 
&roof. If r(S)<: 1 then obviously 1 & a(S). If 1 & o(S), then S can be embedded into 
a stochastic matrix P* as above. By Thelorems 3.16 and 3.5, P* is strongly ergodic 
with long run distribution (1, 0, 0 , . . J. Eence there exists N such that &$“’ > $ for 
rr 2 N. Hence [Is”[~ 6 1 2from which it follows that r(S)< 1. 
Using p lwer series techniques Karlin has shown [8, Theorem 41 that if B is a 
non-negative, bounded matrix, then r(B)E o(B). A similar corollary is included 
here since the proofs are different. 
Corolhy 3.18, Let B be a nownegative bounded matrix, Thert r(B) = /Bl[ if and 
proof. If [Is~[ Ea@) then obviously r(B) = IiB 11. Conversly assume r(B) = 
Define S = EJ/I[~II and embed S into a stochastic matrix as in (3). Then r(S) = 
1 E a(S) by Corollary 3.17. This implies that IlBIl E a(B). 
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